
 

 

 

Simplify what matters most in your business 

Operating aircrafts is your business, 
Operating data is 2FLY’s. 

Capitalize on opportunities by turning data insight into actions 

ENHANCE COLLABORATION 
User accounts can easily be gen-
erated for stakeholders in and 
outside the organization 
 

 

ENHANCE MOBILITY 
Go anywhere with 2FLY by ac-
cessing the app from your mo-
bile device. This truly facilitates 
fleet data collection 

 

MAXIMIZE PRODUCTIVITY 

The 2FLY experience is built for 
error-less collection eliminating 
the need for re-entries. Also, 
choose from preconfigured air-
craft templates to save time. 



 

 

 

As an aircraft operator,  you want to stay fo-
cused on what matters most : operating your 
aircrafts with the highest level of security and 
without a single compromise on profit. 2FLY is 
the profit rendering solution that enables easy 
data collection, processing and reporting in a 
comprehensive and straightforward package. 
 
WHAT IS 2FLY? 
2FLY is a multi-device web-enabled data collec-
tion and reporting solution that will help you to 
ease your tasks and cut back your hassle.  
It is a simple and efficient tool, easy to handle, 
easy to customize that you can use anywhere 
at anytime. 2FLY helps you collect a large 
amount of on-field data, process them to track 
key indicators and manage compliance to en-
sure continuing security and airworthiness of 
your fleet. 

You operate aircrafts, not computers 
2FLY eliminates time-consuming paperwork, complicated data 
re-entries in those complex spreadsheets or archaic system. 
Forgo the exhaustive report set-ups and editing through inac-
curate reporting tools. 2FLY is an efficient and powerful cloud-
ready productivity suite that helps you and your team connect 
and get work done from anywhere on any device. Reduce 

costs, increase productivity, improve mobility, enable collabo-
ration, integration and innovation. 
2FLY is everything your business needs coupled with the tools 
your employees want.  
2FLY will revolutionize your work!  

Aircraft structure templates Go Mobile!  

Intuitive ergonomics 

 Flight Logs 

 Logbooks 

 AD/SB/STC/Mods Management 

 Installations & Removals 

 Operational Events Manager 

 Maintenance Builder 

 Work-Packs Planner 

 HR (History & Experience) 

 OEM & Regulation Data Loading 

Part M key features 

Simplify what matters most in your business 

 Choose among preconfigured aircraft 
templates and create in a snap your 
aircraft structure  

 Includes several templates of fixed wing 
and rotary wing aircrafts 

 

 Touch pad/smartphone compatible 

 Forget paper & back-to-basics data re-
entries : complete your report directly on 
field 

 Send your reporting in real-time &  instant 
alerts to your staff 

 2FLY’s consistent framework offers you a 
simple navigation 

 Customize the display of your application 
using 2FLY’s theme library 

 Monitor the status of each aircraft and 
equipment through instant and 
comprehensive dashboards 

Instant Dashboards  

MAINTAIN YOUR FLEET AND 
 ENSURE AIRWORTHINESS 



 

 

 

 Notifications in real time      

Simplify what matters most in your business 

CAPITALIZE ON OPPORTUNITITIES BY TURNING 
 DATA INSIGHT INTO ACTIONS 

 

Aircraft airworthiness status in a snap 

Alerts cockpit 

Equipment card and history 

Continuing airworthiness and planning maintenance 
has never been so intuitive! 

Record Fleet data on the field 

Operational data is the heart of your business. When it 
comes to inputting information in a system, mechanics or 
pilots expect a quick and reliable way to update flight and 
maintenance data. This is where 2FLY comes into play. User-
customized home page, mobility and dedicated apps are 
only some of the features that make day-to-day operations 
easier and safer. Users can access and interact with 2FLY 
from anywhere in the world, a necessity for flight logging 

2FLY enables user ‘Push’ notifications with easy-to-
setup alert so users are pushed the relevant infor-
mation when it matters.  
These features will deliver another dimension to the 
competitive marketplace when proactivity is a must in 
remaining competitive. Have 2FLY proactively turn 
data insight into action. 



 

 

  

SCALABLE AND SUSTAINABLE 
Scalability is an obligation for a constantly evolving 
business, so you need a solution that is just as scalable! 
2FLY delivers endless possibilities. A user can access the 
in-app 2FLY App store to plug-in complementary 
modules and features as user needs grow. With respect 
to increasing data volume, 2FLY leverages up-to-date 
development technologies and powerful data models 

that handles tremendous data volumes and top notch 
performance. As we are committed to customer 
satisfaction, we ensure that our solution exceeds user 
expectations for the long-run. 
 
 

As a fleet operator, imagine generating an account for 
your CAMO for them to efficiently ensure airworthiness. 
Or imagine generating an account to provide your MRO 
with fleet data access so that they can mitigate your 
AOG. All stakeholders on the value chain can be proac-

tive from a scheduling and supply-chain perspective. 
2FLY allows you to create additional users with their 
unique credentials and you regulate their level of access 
and authority. 

ENHANCE COLLABORATION 

For more information please contact our regional office or email contact@2fly.aero 

2MoRO Europe 
Technopole Izarbel 

Cre@ticité A 
64210 BIDART 

FRANCE 

 
Tel : +33 (0)5 59 01 30 05 

2MoRO Americas 
204 St Sacrement 

MONTREAL 
H2Y 1W8 
CANADA 

 
Tel : +1 514 861 8686 

2MoRO Asia & Pacific 
MFCCI Business Center 

Unit 2A-6-2, Level 6, 
Plaza Sentral, 

Jalan Stesen Sentral 5,  
MALAYSIA 

Tel: +60 3 2035 6968   

2FLY Simplifies what matters most in your business 

www.2fly.aero 

Call us toll-free in North America: 1(855) 700 - 2FLY 


